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This lesson of HI302, History of the Military Art, 1900-2013 covers a lot of ground, 

focusing on three primary areas: the Eastern Front from Operation Bagration to the Battle of 

Berlin, the Italian Front from the stalemate at the Gustav Line and Anzio to the capture of Rome 

and beyond, and the Western Front from Operation Overlord to the Battle of the Bulge and the 

end of the war in Europe.  The focal point, as eluded to by the title of the lesson, is the Allied 

push on Germany from all fronts.  As such, we have designed a material culture package to 

demonstrate to the Cadets what the Allies were facing as they made their way into Germany and 

to show them a few of the distinct types of troops they would have faced.  

 

 The package includes three different 

uniforms and some of their respective 

equipment, including a Waffen-SS soldier, 

a Wehrmacht soldier, and a Volkssturm 

trooper.  The Waffen-SS uniform coat 

includes an MP43 assault rifle (which later 

became the MP44 or StG44).  The 

Wehrmacht uniform coat includes a Kar98k 

rifle, MP40 submachine gun, and an M24 

stick grenade.  The Volkssturm is 

represented by a generic wool overcoat and 

is displayed with a Panzerfaust and two 

Volkssturm guns, the Steyr VG-5 (VK98) 

and Gustloff Volkssturmgewehr (VG-1-5).  

The uniforms and equipment are arranged 

with the Waffen-SS on one side, the 

Wehrmacht in the middle, and the 

Volkssturm on the other side to show the 

change in quality of the troops, directly 

reflected by their uniforms and equipment.   

 

As the largest component of the German military the Wehrmacht represents the “control 

group.”  The wool mono-colored field gray uniform would have been the most common sight as 

the Allies advanced on Germany.  While not able to try the uniform on, the Cadets are in a 

unique position to empathize with the wearer of a uniform like this, given that depending on the 

season, they too wear a gray wool uniform.  The Kar98k is a simple bolt-action rifle that 

resembles many others of its time.  Its form and function were well suited to the large numbers 

of Wehrmacht soldiers.  The MP40 submachine gun was another common weapon among the 

Wehrmacht, providing a fully automatic supplement to the slower firing Kar98k.  With the 

standard German troop modeled the rest of the package then provides stark contrast.    

 

The Waffen-SS uniform and rifle represent the most elite troops of the German military 

and it is readily apparent when comparing their gear to the Wehrmacht and Volkssturm.  Their 

uniform is cotton, not wool, and is printed with a camouflage pattern.  Despite the inclusion of 

This package is very flexible and can be set up 

anywhere with sufficient space with consideration 

for the artifacts.  The items are grouped and 

arranged with the Wehrmacht in the middle and the 

Waffen-SS and Volkssturm on either side. 



non-subdued patches and shoulder boards the uniform represents cutting edge design, reserved 

for the most elite troops.  The MP43 follows suit; as the world’s first assault rifle, the MP43 

represents the peak of design.  Sacrificing the longer range of a the Kar98k for a more 

maneuverable weapon with a shorter barrel, the MP43 is a fully automatic rifle that uses a 30-

round magazine.  While the MP43 and later StG44 were meant for eventual use by all German 

troops, distribution began with Germany’s best units.   

 

On the opposite end of the spectrum is the Volkssturm, the common folk too old, young, 

or otherwise infirm to be conscripted into the Wehrmacht but drawn up for service near the end 

of the war as the Allies began to threaten German borders.  The uniform for the Volkssturm 

began as nothing more than an armband, the bare minimum needed to identify them as 

combatants.  The West Point Museum is currently working on acquiring a replica armband for 

use in this package.  In the meantime, we represent the Volkssturm with a generic German wool 

overcoat.  Equipping the Volkssturm was haphazard and inconsistent and many were issued 

overcoats, belts, and helmets, but the armband remained the only consistent uniform piece.  

Arming the Volkssturm was equally as haphazard.  Many were only issued a Panzerfaust rocket 

launcher.  Easy to produce and easier to 

use, the Panzerfaust appeared to be the 

ideal weapon to issue en masse.  An 

assortment of guns were issued as well, 

including a variety of machine guns and 

rifles from the First World War.  

Production of various models of 

Volkssturmgewehr also began in late 1944.  

Two items that are displayed with the 

package are a bolt-action version and a 

semi-automatic version.  The bolt-action 

Steyr VG-5 is the epitome of simplicity 

and makes the Kar98k look like a piece of 

expert craftsmanship.  The VG-1-5 is 

another amazing piece because it reflects 

the ongoing shift from the MP40 and 

Kar98k to the StG44 in that the VG-1-5 

uses the same ammunition and magazine 

as the StG44.  Together these items 

demonstrate how desperate the situation 

had become for the Germans as the Allies 

advanced closer and closer to Germany.  

 

 When presenting this package to the Cadets the instructor begins by briefly introducing 

each piece of the display, but without going into too much detail to allow the Cadets to make 

their own observations.  After describing the collection, the instructor can take several different 

approaches to begin a discussion.  One method is to ask the Cadets to take a moment to 

thoroughly inspect the items and begin to consider what strikes them about the collection, or 

individual pieces.  Responses tend to vary significantly, but most groups will eventually 

comment on the difference in quality, descending from the Waffen-SS to the Volkssturm.  Other 

Many of the objects in the collection can be handled 

by the Cadets, allowing for a tactile experience. 



observations include comparisons to Allied weapons, the small stature of the uniforms, and the 

similarity to some of their own uniforms.  Asking the Cadets what these items say about the 

culture, society, and military who made them is also another terrific way to start a productive 

discussion.  Here at West Point we set the display up in an empty class room and rotated multiple 

classes through the display.  Fifteen to twenty minutes was enough time to introduce the items 

and get a discussion going.  Cadets can handle several of the items in the collection, so time is 

made for that opportunity as well.  Expansion of the package to include Allied uniforms and 

equipment as well as other non-combat items is also possible depending on availability.  

Including artwork to augment the display or represent items which are not available in the 

museum inventory is also recommended.    

 

 The Drive on Germany and Ending the War in Europe lesson covers several theaters and 

multiple operations.  Deciding what to focus on during the 75-minute class session can be 

difficult.  This material culture lesson package helps instructors provide a meaningful context 

that ties each part of the lesson together by showing the Cadets what the Allies were facing as 

they advanced toward and into Germany.  The variety of types of material culture included in the 

package enables instructors to ask several different questions which can lead the class to many 

fruitful discussions and undoubtably leave the students with a lasting memory and positive 

experience with the study of history. 

 

 

For use of West Point instructors, the following items were used in this display: 

1) 10009: Blouse, Service, 4-Pocket, Tunic, Enlisted, German Army, Wool, Field Grey, 

German, World War II 

2) 7029: Blouse, Camouflaged, Waffen SS, German Waffen SS, Twill, Multi Brown/Green, 

German, Circa 1943, World War II 

3) 8648: Overcoat, Cold Weather, German, Wool/Rayon, Olive, German, World War II 

4) 13820.1: Carbine, Magazine, Bolt Action, German Army, Steel/Wood, Blued/Brown, 

Kar98k, Mauser, 7.92mm, German, World War II, SN: 2942e 

5) 15646.1: Submachine Gun, Blowback Action, 64-Round Double Det. Box Magazine, 

German Army, Steel/Bakelite, Black, MP40II, 9mm Parabellum, German, World War 

II, SN: 3833 

6) 15646.2: Magazine, Submachine Gun, 64-Round Double Det. Box Magazine, German 

Army, Steel, Black, MP40II, 9mm Parabellum, German, World War II 

7) 8790.1: Rifle, Select Fire, 30-Round Det. Box Magazine, German Army, Steel/Wood, 

Black/Brown, MP43, 7.92mm Short, German, Circa 1944, World War II, SN: 9786 

8) 8790.2: Magazine, Rifle, Select Fire, 30-Round Det. Box Magazine, German Army, 

Steel, Black, MP43, 7.92mm Short, German, Circa 1944, World War II 

9) 5459: Rifle, Magazine, Bolt Action, (volkssturm Composit), German Army, Steel/Wood, 

Black/Brown, VG1, Volksturm Gewehr, 7.92mm, German, Circa 1945, World War II, SN: 

7204 

10) 6284: Carbine, Bolt Action, Magazine, German Army, Steel, Black, V - G.I., Volksturm 

Gewehr, 7.92mm, German, 1945, World War II, SN: ARM52066 

11) 2008.008-RPO: German WWII Panzerfaust Launcher 

12) 2008.009-RPO: German WWII Panzerfaust Rocket 

13) 2013.008-RPO: German WWII M24 Stick Grenade 



 

*Bold Items are a part of the teaching collection which do not need to be requested on the 

museum support request form but can be drawn from the arms room with this request.  

 

The POC for this lesson package is MAJ Kevin Malmquist @ kevin.malmquist@westpoint.edu 

or kevin.s.malmquist.mil@mail.mil.   
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